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1: Tomb of Daniel | Revolvy
My Life as a Blog: Angelina Jolieâ€”When Does a Legend Become? By Reid Rosefelt on August 9, I had just flown back
Saturday night from a week swatting mosquitoes on a movie set in Georgia, so I wasn't over-excited when a guy from
my PR company called to tell me I was going to another movie set on Monday.

Oleariy, and also in a work of B. The mausoleum stands in a square located on a glyptic cliff. The building is
two-storeyed. The first store has a hall covered with an ogive, which has a passageway to an octahedral cupola
from a small vestibule. Stairs leading to the hall of the second store have been carved on the cliff. A spherical
cupola with a pointed top has squinches decorated with plant ornaments. Many legends and myths are
connected to this place. For a long time, local residents believed in a legend that a sacred person called Diri
Baba was buried here and remained imperishable. However, many legends and mystic events are related to
this monument. That is why the mausoleum attracts many pilgrims and curious people since the 17th century.
Peculiarity of the construction is that it was embed in the cliff by the architect. The mausoleum delights with
austerity of its architecture, purity of lines, bright and smooth surface of its walls against the background of
the rough and dark cliff, and it is also distinguished by its grandeur. It is notable that, not the first, but the
second store is considered the main part of the building. A small corridor covered with an octagonal cupola,
where guests take their shoes off, is followed by the hall. There is an entrance to half-dark stairs carved on
thickness of the cliff and these stairs lead to the second store of a burial vault. A hall â€” with an area of 15
quadratic meters â€” is covered with a spherical cupola. A funeral text which indicates the name of a ruler of
the Shirvanshahs â€” Ibrahim I of Shirvan , is carved in the wall. A decorative tier, with a ligature as if
surrounding the building, detaches the floors. The mausoleum is closely adjoined the cliff, on a massif of
which is carved a grotto. This place is where the Saint was buried. A narrow entry in the northern wall leads to
this place. The building of the mausoleum is a masterpiece of the architectural school of Shirvan and a
beautiful creation of arts of ancient masters. The monument is protected by the government.
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2: Angelina Jolie Comes For Her Next Oscar With 'The Kept'
The source adds: "Angelina is helping the children heal with their father and enjoying the last days of summer before
school starts." Entertainment Tonight was the first to break the news.

This gets him reflecting on how to live a long life. He quotes the apostle Paul in Philippians 4: The boy with
the fast finish Now sitting in the sunroom of his Hollywood Hills home, he looks out over a sea of palm trees,
their fronds shimmering in the sunlight. The city of Los Angeles unfurls toward the horizon. Adorning a foyer
wall is a large black-and-white photograph of silent film star Theda Bara, the first occupant of the house built
in The rooms are replete with photographs, medals, trophies and other memorabilia from his USC days as a
sprinter and his time in the U. Born in Olean, N. He started out as a bit of a troublemaker, getting into fights
and hopping trains to Mexico. Eventually he discovered a better outlet for his energies: He joined the Torrance
High School track team and excelled. In , he was admitted to USC Dornsife as a physical education major on
an athletic scholarship. He immediately began training for the Summer Olympics in Berlin, where he placed
eighth in the 5,meter run. After the race, he was singled out by Adolf Hitler. The boy with the fast finish!
While serving as an Air Force bombardier, his plane went down in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. He and
two other survivors spent the next 47 days adrift on a lifeboat, subsisting on tiny fish, sharks, birds and
rainwater. They were eventually found â€” but by the Japanese. Zamperini spent the next two years in
prisoner-of-war camps enduring physical abuse and near-starvation. She then invited Zamperini and his family
to meet her and life partner Brad Pitt in person. I kept looking at Brad, but he never said a word. When it was
time to leave, she gave me another big hug. Sometimes Jolie climbs up on her roof to wave at Zamperini, and
she flies an American flag in his honor daily. They often visit each other at their respective homes, and last
year, when Zamperini turned 96, Jolie and Pitt threw him a birthday party. For the film crew, the extensive
ocean and wartime aviation scenes has made for difficult shooting. Anytime it gets tough, we think of the real
men who lived through this, and no one complains. As a gesture of support and recognition of her courage, the
war hero presented Jolie with one of his Purple Hearts. It moved her to tears.
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3: Diri Baba Mausoleum - Wikipedia
Strange happenings --A mausoleum, a legend, a school, and Angelina --Old steel, cradles, and graves --The grave
robbers --Haunted Williamsburg --Dead man's ticket --Houses of the dead --The dead and the almost dead --pt. 5.

My Life as a Blog: And then I saw her. My question to Andrew Morton, who has just written an unauthorized
biography, Angelina, or to anybody, is: When did Angelina Jolie become Angelina Jolie? When did all the
elements that make everyone so fascinated with herâ€”her otherworldly beauty, her acting talent, her oddness,
her instincts for marketing herselfâ€”when exactly did all those ingredients stir up a superstar? To put it
simply, when did this year-old become this? She was 19 years old when she made Hackers, but was very
experienced in the world of showbiz by then. From ages she studied at the Lee Strasberg Theatre Institute, and
appeared in several stage productions. But at 14, she decided to drop out of acting classes, started dressing
goth and dreamed of becoming a funeral director. Later on, while she was at Beverly Hills High, she was
teased for being thin, wearing glasses and having braces. She collected knives and cut herself. Of course, who
knows? A few years later, she did this video with the year-old Meatloaf. Then she starred in this
straight-to-video-movie: And played a supporting role in this one despite the repackaged advertising: Hackers
was going to be her first theatrical release. But none of this meant she could act. Beauty and connections only
get you so far. Did she inherit acting genes from her Dad? Because she was around the world of acting from
childhood? Was it because she had put the time in acting classes? What about her freaking weirdness? Where
did that come from? Look at that picture at the top of the page from Hackers. I think she had it by then,
whatever it is. Show me one year-old actress today who can pull off that kind of attitude. It was just something
she owned, it was all there, and it was unnerving. Most people take a lot longer to find themselves before they
are able to find success. She had the package and she knew it. Let success find her. A lot of the film involved
the hackers rollerblading around the city, pursued by bad guys. We were able to block off traffic for many
blocks for some of these scenes. A good publicist has to be able to improvise. I put my foot out so she could
lean her wheel on it and I tried to prop her up with the side of my arm, or anything I could figure out to do to
keep her in place without actually touching her. What would my life have been like if I was her? Thinking
about myself at 19 was surreal. She was so young, and she already knew so many things I would never know
and had experienced so many things I would never experience. Even if I was young, this is not the kind of girl
I would ever have approached. A few years later, I was waiting to meet a client in front of the Mayflower
Hotel. Shortly after I got there, Angelina came out and lingered by the door. Maybe she was being picked up
to go to the set of Gia, which was filming at the time. It was just the two of us, standing there for 10 minutes.
She was as anonymous as a prima ballerina strolling down Amsterdam Avenue in sweats, knowing she had
that power within her. Reid Rosefelt is a veteran film publicist based in New York City. Part III and, most
recently, Precious: His blog can be found at http:
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4: Lufkin Genealogy (in Angelina, Texas)
She is a proud mother of six. And Angelina Jolie took two of her children to watch the new film Love, Simon, a high
school dramedy about a gay teen, in Hollywood on Sunday afternoon.. The actress.

Various locations have been named for the site, but the tomb in Susa , Iran Persia , is the most widely
accepted, it being first mentioned by Benjamin of Tudela , who visited Asia between and The remains were
supposed to bring good fortune: They finally agreed that the bier should rest alternately one year on each side.
This agreement was carried out for many years, until the Persian shah Sanjar , on visiting the city, stopped the
practise, holding that the continual removal of the bier was disrespectful to the prophet. He ordered the bier to
be fastened with chains to the bridge, directly in the middle of the structure; and he erected a chapel on the
spot for both Jews and non-Jews. Interior of the tomb Muslim traditions agree in stating that Daniel was
buried at Susa, and a similar tradition was current among the Syriac writers. The people held it in great
veneration and in times of distress, famine or droughts brought it out and prayed for rain. Abu Mousa Al
Ashoari ordered that the coffin be encased with three coverings and submerged it in the river so that it could
not be viewed. The grave can be seen by anyone who dives to the bottom of the water". The building is of
Mahomedan date and is inhabited by a solitary Dervish, who shows the spot where the prophet is buried
beneath, a small and simple square brick mausoleum, said to be without probability coeval with his death. The
place of his death is given as Babylon , Mesopotamia. Originally the site was a Jewish synagogue then later it
was turned into a Christian church and finally into a Muslim mosque. The mosque has arches , pillars and two
domes on a decorated base and beside it there are three minarets , which belong to the end of the Mongolian
reign. The mosque is about square meters and houses four tombs believed to belong to Daniel , Hananiah,
Mishael and Azariah. This graveyard may be regarded as the first cemetery in Kirkuk. The tomb, situated in
the Diyala Governorate , was targeted by Islamist terrorists and most of the structure collapsed as a result,
including its green dome. According to the local legend, the Turkic conqueror Amir Timur attempted to
conquer Syria for many years, but was unsuccessful. One of his ministers suggested it was because the saint
from the biblical times, Daniel, was buried there. Timur then sent his army to where Daniel was entombed in
Syria, and after a fierce fight with the Syrians, was able to take some of his remains back to Uzbekistan. It is
also said that on the day Daniel was entombed a natural source of water sprung up at that spot, and it is
believed by locals that its water has the power to heal.
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5: Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie Reach Temporary Custody Agreement
Donations for black high school music teacher, 64, soar to more than $, after he was caught on camera punching a
year-old who repeatedly called him the N-word 'That was a misfire! Don't.

At least eight mausoleums call California home: Each seems to have its own weirdness surrounding it. Here is
a list of the pyramids and their corresponding cemeteries in California: Fred Adolphus Dorn was a well-known
and respected local attorney. Their son sadly died shortly after being born and Cora passed away only three
days later due to complications from childbirth. So Dorn built a huge foot tall pyramid as a memorial to his
wife and child. He had granite quarried from Porterville shipped into San Luis Obispo, hand cut, and
assembled into his monument. Because of its sheer weight, the serpentine rock beneath where it is erected is
the only spot in the cemetery that could withstand its bulk. Is Fred Dorn Sr. And if so when did he pass away?
Apparently at least Cora and Fred Jr. He is buried with his second wife. Additionally embedded in the
pavement in front of each side of the pyramid is a symbol or quote. Moving to the left, the symbol there is the
Square and Compass Masonic symbol. At the back are the initials "NSGW" which possibly stands for the
Native Sons of the Golden West, a fraternal and charitable organization founded in to promote the history of
the early days of California. Strangely enough the organization has also been accused over recent decades of
having a very pro white and racist perspective rumored to have claimed that God gave California to "the white
people". On the last side is a three-linked chain. This is a symbol of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
The symbol is often shown with initials F,L,T inside each chain link although the initials are missing here. The
symbol stands for friendship, love and truth. Lastly there are additional stones lying in front of the memorial
which rumor has it are meant to one-day seal the monument shut once the entire Dorn family is interned
within. Since they are still standing before the pyramid and the door is not sealed shut, one can only assume
that more of the Dorn family is alive awaiting their final rest within the vast twenty-five foot monument. And
of course, what would a pyramid mausoleum be with out a ghost story. Just like many other graves in
countless cemeteries across the nation, the Dorn Pyramid suffers from the story of the knocking grave.
According to urban legend, if you visit the mausoleum on Halloween at midnight and knock exactly twelve
times on the mausoleum door, you will hear a thirteenth knock from inside the monument right after your last
knock. If you want to try it out, feel free, but other rumors state that security guards occasionally guard it on
Halloween night as well. Besides a large cannon as a tombstone, the cemetery also has a gate with no fence in
one part of the cemetery. I believe there use to be a separated section of the cemetery, but over the years, the
fence was removed and the gate was left to remember the separate section. Lastly, there is a tombstone in the
shape of a couch, with seats where you can sit down on top of the deceased. The couch has been there for
quite a while and the name of the resident within is hard to make out now. Alive from to , Brand made an
enormous impact on the town of Glendale by organizing the local utility companies, building the first private
air strip in town as well as the first electric railroad, and relocating the city center to what is now Brand
Boulevard. He is called "The Father of Glendale" for his efforts in building the city. Upon his death, Brand left
his entire estate to the city upon the death of his wife as long as his land was utilized as a library and park.
Leslie Brand Back behind the park lays the Brand Family Cemetery where the family is buried along with
their dogs. Keep heading off to the left. You will pass several signs that specify no pedestrian access. On your
right eventually will be what appears to be a large reservoir and on your left a steep mountain wall. Be careful
as garbage like trucks fly down this narrow road out to what I think is a recycling center or something. There
are several blind turns, so it may be difficult for them to see you. It is a fair distance from the library to the
cemetery, so it is advisable for safety to take a friend as you will end up pretty far out and in a fairly remote
area. When the road splits, go left and stairs leading up to the cemetery will eventually appear on your right.
The cemetery is enclosed within a high fence and when I visited the gate was locked up tight. There might
have been other entrances elsewhere within the fence but I was unable to find one and unwilling to traipse
through the forest looking for weak points in the fence. However, it appears that the youth of Glendale are
more than happy to find entry within as I discovered a young couple fooling around slightly to the right of the
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massive Brand Family Pyramid Mausoleum. That green blob in the picture is the boy protecting the half naked
girl from being exposed in my picture. It took me a few pictures before I realized they were there. The
cemetery contains at least the massive Pyramid Mausoleum, as well as a few additional graves and a stone
marker possibly another grave in the shape of an open book. Urban legend states that at least one baby is
buried in the cemetery and that on cold dark nights, you can hear it crying. Brand, his family, and their dogs
are suppose to be buried there. The cemetery is so remote that rumors of more than teenaged sex abound about
the nightly affairs that supposedly take place there. Besides teenagers, gangs, cultists, and other strange things
prowl the night behind Brand Park, at least according to local legend. Regardless, the area is pretty far out
there and remote so it is advised that you do not go out there alone. Strangely also before I got to the cemetery
in the mountainside, there was a perfectly square hole carved in the side of the mountain on the left. I sadly did
not investigate the contents of the strange hole. The Brand Library To add further to the strange rumors and
legends, the library itself is rumored to be haunted by none other than the ghost of Leslie C. Apparently the
ghost haunts the stairs and tower area of the library, which is off limits to visitors. Footsteps have come from
the overhead room, books have fallen, and shadows have been seen on the stairs. Few staff members will go
up into the tower and for example, years ago, when the custodians cleaned the library, the crew refused to
clean the tower so the supervisor was forced to clean it on his own. Many of the workers have reported odd
feelings, strange sensations, and seeing odd things out of the corner of their eye. A cat use to live in the library
and its hair would stand on end when it entered certain older portions of the library. The workers there seem to
believe the ghost is of Mr. Brand since he passed away on the premises of the library. Apparently his picture
in the library appears to look at you from time to time as well. The nearby picture of Mrs. Brand does not
exhibit the same strange behavior. Brand still prowl the tower and stairs of his grand mansion? Visit the Brand
Library and find out. Rolling hills situated right next to the deep blue Pacific Ocean makes a wonderful place
to be buried. Even President Ronald Reagan and his wife Nancy considered it for their final resting place,
purchasing plots and even stone for their monument before a few years later changing their minds and selling
the land back. But the strangest monument in the cemetery is the Sahlberg Mausoleum. Those interred inside
have no obvious connections to Santa Barbara or the surrounding area, but are instead Mexican gold hunters
who had the pyramid built to house their remains. They purchased the lot in and began construction on the
massive pyramid now there. Sahlberg died at age 34 a year before the eight crypt mausoleum was finished.
His mother, who had died in was also placed inside the pyramid after it was finished. The Sahlberg
Mausoleum Thomas Quirk passed away in and as he was interred within, his wife Nellie Quirk, their daughter
and her future husband quickly claimed the last of the spots. But in , Mary E. Hindry arrived with her dead
husband Willis Hindry demanding that he be placed with the mausoleum. Seeing no reason to dispute the
claim, the cemetery placed him within the mausoleum and requested that Mary Hindry provide legal proof that
he belonged with the pyramid within one year. He resided within a storage vault for an additional six and a
half years until finally Mary Hindry ordered him to be cremated. Nellie Quirk died in and was later placed
with the pyramid as well. Mountain View Cemetery Mountain View Cemetery is an expansive cemetery that
seems to continue on and on from rolling hill to rolling hill. Established in , it is the home of a variety of
notable individuals from millionaires, to California senators, to Confederate army generals, wealthy
businessmen such as J. It also has the highest concentration of pyramid mausoleums within its walls boasting a
record three pyramids and is home to the grave of the Black Dahlia. He was placed in custody for awhile for
being a secessionist sympathizer but was released when Abraham Lincoln intervened on his behalf. Eventually
as the war heated up around his plantation in Mississippi, he fled to Paris. He supposedly also had a duel with
a congressman named Joseph McCorkle. Both were apparently such lousy shots, that the only thing that was
hit was a poor donkey some distance away that was unfortunately shot dead. Miller made his fortune as the
head of the Pacific Gas Lighting Corporation. He and his wife, Einnem, are buried within along with a few
other relatives and the pyramid was constructed in Lastly we have the Bradbury Mausoleum. Sadly I know
very little about this pyramid nor do I have any pictures. It is apparently not a true Pyramid Mausoleum,
however, as it only has a pyramid on top of it. Foster was shot eight times by bullets soaked in cyanide. The
SLA is best known for their kidnapping and supposed brain washing of Pattie Hearst when she was only
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nineteen. Established in it is now called the Angeles-Rosedale Cemetery. It was the first cemetery in Los
Angeles to accept all races and religions for burial. At least one other pyramid mausoleum is called the Shatto
Crypt and houses George R. He passed away in a train crash. Other notable people buried here include:
6: The Crypt School | Revolvy
Angelina Jolie directed the film Unbroken, set for release in December, about the life of the late Louis Zamperini '
(Photo/Courtesy of Universal Pictures) Louis Zamperini just turned

7: Brad and Angelina Divorce - Mirror Online
They played area parties, weddings, schools, churches and variety shows. Mass will be said at 1 p.m. Wednesday at St.
James Catholic Church, where she was a member, with burial in Memphis Memory Gardens.

8: Angelina F. Cianciolo Grosswiller () - Find A Grave Memorial
Amid Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt's heated custody battle over their six children together, the two recently reached an
interim custody arrangement, a source close to the situation tells ET.

9: War hero, Olympian, Trojan legend and friend to Angelina Jolie - USC News
Lufkin Genealogy (in Angelina County, TX) USA (,) > Texas (31,) > Angelina County () > Lufkin (76). Note: This page
primarily lists records kept at the city level. Additional records are listed on the county and state page.
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